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Objective: To develop skin self-examination skills by improving the use of the ABCDE criteria by those at risk of developing melanoma.

Design: Ten single-sex groups of 10 unrelated adults received a knowledge-based intervention followed by skills training.

Setting: Classroom in the ambulatory care area of a hospital.

Patients: One hundred unrelated adults with either a personal or family history of melanoma and no previous skin self-examination counseling.

Interventions: A dermatologist presented information, and each subject read a brochure and reviewed a bookmark. The facilitator led the group discussions about scoring each feature and the decision to seek medical care. Measurement of moles with a ruler and a pencil eraser and the use of an illuminated magnifying lens were demonstrated. Preintervention and postintervention assessments were performed for each intervention.

Main Outcome Measure: Recognition of A, B, C, D, and E traits.

Results: The subjects preferred the bookmark (87% of subjects), opaque ruler (94% of subjects), and lighted magnifying lens (81% of subjects) to reading the brochure, which was felt to take too long. Recognition of border irregularity, color variation, and diameter improved significantly after the intervention. Women recognized color variation more often than men (94% vs 62%; odds ratio [OR], 23.7; 95% confidence interval [CI], 16.1-50.5). Men identified irregular borders more often than women (91% vs 75%; OR, 16.8; 95% CI, 4.5-22.6). Women appropriately decided to see a physician more often than men (81% vs 57%; OR, 13.5; 95% CI, 7.1-28.4).

Conclusions: Determining the presence of the A, B, C, and E criteria is challenging for the novice. Skills training aided performance of skin self-examination. Differences in proclivities according to sex suggest that if men and women form partnerships for skin checks, they may learn from each other, and their combined strengths will promote detection of early melanomas.
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Laypersons have used photographs illustrating the criteria to enhance discrimination of pigmented skin lesions. Although written materials represent the minimal intervention needed for teaching adults how to perform SSE, passive knowledge-based learning by reading a brochure has not been shown to improve the ability to discriminate between benign and malignant pigmented lesions. This study examined the use of the ABCDE criteria by men and women at risk for developing melanoma and skills training with tools such as the bookmark, opaque ruler, and lighted magnifying lens.
as a magnifying lens, rulers, and a pencil eraser to facilitate identification of the features. The focus of examining differences according to sex was to assess preferences for different information sources as well as differences in skills following the interventions as a function of sex.

METHODS

SUBJECT RECRUITMENT

A sample of 100 men and women was recruited from a registry of 652 people with either a personal or family history of melanoma who agreed to participate in research. The subjects were randomly selected from those who met the inclusion criteria of having no previous history of counseling about performing SSE, being able to see to read a newspaper, and understanding English. People contacted by telephone were given a choice between mixed- or single-sex groups. The institutional review board of Loyola University Medical Center, Chicago, Ill, approved the research protocol. The subjects were offered nominal payment in appreciation of their participation.

INTERVENTION AND ASSESSMENT

Ten single-sex groups of 10 unrelated adult men or women, aged 18 to 80 years, met once in a classroom. All participants were exposed to knowledge-based interventions and skills-training interventions sequentially.

Preassessment and postassessment questionnaires were administered before and after the knowledge intervention and then before and after the skills intervention. In addition, following a 20-minute break after the skills intervention, another postassessment test was conducted. Demographic information about age, sex, ethnic background, education, and household income was obtained from all participants.

KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERVENTIONS

During a 10-minute program, the dermatologist (J.K.R.) projected 8 images at original magnification × 20 to demonstrate the A, B, C, and D features. The dermatologist made a recommendation to see a physician if a lesion had a diameter equal to or greater than 6 mm and if the lesion was also high scoring for 2 other features. The gradations of the ruler in the image were explained. She pointed to representative areas of color photographs of pigmented lesions to show the abnormal feature and a contrasting area that did not show the feature. Monitoring moles for change was demonstrated with side-by-side examples of 2 moles by pointing to the changed area and describing it. After the dermatologist gave the presentation, she left the room without inviting questions or interacting with the group.

Each participant was then given a Skin Self-Examination bookmark by an educational facilitator (who was not a physician) followed by the brochure, “Skin Cancer: Early Detection” (American Academy of Dermatology, Schaumburg, Ill). As the facilitator distributed each item, she asked the participants to read it and turn it over when they were finished. They were told that they could keep the bookmark and the brochure for reference and were referred to those items for help in completing the questions at the postintervention assessment. Two independent observers kept a log of the time needed to review the bookmark and brochure. Interactions among the participants during the session were also logged.

The following variables were measured.

First intervention:

Knowledge-based. A dermatologist used pigmented lesions projected onto a screen (original magnification × 20) to present information; subjects reviewed a bookmark and a brochure.

- ABCD scores of 5 pigmented lesions printed with a ruler in the picture (original magnification × 2) (preintervention and postintervention assessment) and 2 opportunities to select the changing mole among 4 examples
- Preference for printed reference material

Second intervention:

Skills training by group discussion of ABCD scoring of photographs of pigmented lesions, interactive demonstration of measuring with a ruler and a pencil eraser, and using a handheld magnifying lens.

- ABCD scores of 3 pigmented lesions, each on a separate transparency (preintervention and postintervention assessment)
- Duration of the skills training session
- ABCD scores of 3 pigmented lesions, each on a separate transparency, after a 20-minute break
- Decision to seek a physician’s care on 3 pigmented lesions used in the preintervention and postintervention assessments and 3 other pigmented lesions after the break (6 different pigmented lesions)
- Preference for measuring device and magnifying lens
- Attitude and beliefs about using the magnifying lens

ASSESSMENTS OF KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERVENTIONS

Before and after the knowledge interventions, each subject received 5 separate pages with a photograph of a single pigmented lesion printed on each page at twice the original magnification (with a ruler in the photograph). For each single pigmented lesion, subjects used a scale to score the asymmetry, border irregularity, and color variation present. A score of 1 represented symmetry, regular border, or even color; a score of 5 indicated asymmetry, irregular border, and uneven color. In addition, the diameter was measured using the ruler in the photograph. The order of the images used in the preintervention and postintervention assessments changed, and the images used in the presentations were different from the moles used in both intervention assessments. The subjects received 2 additional pages showing the before and after appearances of 4 pigmented lesions. They selected the moles that had changed.

Ratings of 1 to 2 on asymmetry, border irregularity, and color variation were categorized as symmetric, smooth border, and even color. A rating of 3 was categorized as undecided. Ratings of 4 to 5 were categorized as asymmetric, irregular border, and uneven color. Diameters scored as 1 to 6 mm were categorized as small, 7 to 10 mm or bigger as large. All ratings (symmetry, border, color, and diameter and selections of changing moles) were then scored as correct if they were in agreement with those made by a dermatologist.
SKILLS TRAINING INTERVENTION

The skills training intervention was designed to personalize the subjects’ decisions by having the pigmented lesions appear as if they were on their own skin. Three images of pigmented lesions were individually reproduced at life size on separate clear transparencies and placed on the forearm. Clear and opaque plastic rulers with both millimeter and inch units were distributed, with instructions to measure the diameter in millimeters. Then, the facilitator led a group discussion about scoring the features of the printed pigmented lesions. She asked about the ease of making a decision and comfort with the decision. Projected digital alterations of moles demonstrated the range of scores for A, B, and C. The group discussed whether a physician should see the pigmented lesion. During the skills training session, the gradations on the clear and opaque rulers were demonstrated.

The facilitator then demonstrated how to place a No. 2 pencil eraser over the mole and check to see if any part of the mole extended beyond the pencil eraser. She distributed pencils and helped small groups of 2 or 3 participants place the eraser on the mole on the transparency. The participants indicated if the top of the eraser covered the mole.

A magnifying lens (original magnification ×2) in a metal frame and a magnifying lens in a plastic frame with a battery-operated light were given to each participant to examine the mole. The facilitator demonstrated how to turn on the light and how to focus on the mole. At the conclusion of the skills training session, subjects commented on whether they felt that they could find a changing mole, if they thought that the ABCDE criteria would help them check their moles, and whether the ruler and magnifying lens would be useful. Both observers recorded the duration of the skills training session.

ASSESSMENTS OF SKILLS TRAINING INTERVENTIONS

In the preintervention and postintervention assessments, the participants evaluated 3 separate pigmented lesions by scoring the amount of asymmetry, border irregularity, and color variation present on similar 1 to 5 scales as described in the “Knowledge-Based Interventions” subsection. Participants also used clear and opaque plastic rulers with both millimeter and inch units to measure the diameter in millimeters. Finally, the participants made decisions about seeking a physician’s care for each lesion (yes or no). As with the knowledge-based assessments, all pre–skills training and post–skills training interventions ratings (symmetry, border, color, and diameter) were scored as correct if they were in agreement with those made by a dermatologist.

Posttest Preference of Reference Materials

Participants were asked whether they preferred using the pencil or the ruler. In addition, participants were asked to use their preferred magnifying lens to score 3 pigmented lesions and make a decision about seeking a physician’s care for each (yes or no). The participants were given the lens that they preferred. Their attitudes about using the magnifying lens were elicited by the following 8 questions with 5-point Likert scale responses (strongly disagree, moderately disagree, neutral, moderately agree, strongly agree):

1. The magnifying glass helped me to see.
2. Using the magnifying glass was confusing.
3. The magnifying glass made it easier to see the symmetry.
4. The magnifying glass made it easier to see the borders.
5. The magnifying glass made it easier to see the colors.
6. The magnifying glass made it easier to measure the diameter with a ruler.
7. I can learn to use the magnifying glass.
8. I will use the magnifying glass.

High internal consistency was observed for these items (α coefficient, 0.83); therefore, items were scaled so that higher scores represented more positive attitudes about using the magnifying lens and then summed to create a single attitudinal variable.

Extended Posttest Assessment

After a 20-minute break, each participant separately scored (using the 1 to 5 rating scales) 3 different moles on transparencies using the bookmark, brochure, ruler, and magnifying lens as reference materials and decided if a doctor needed to see each mole (yes or no). These ratings were then assessed in relation to those made by the dermatologist as described in the “Assessments of Skills Training Interventions” subsection.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For statistical analysis, we used SPSS statistical software (release 10.0.06; SPSS Inc, Chicago, Ill). Descriptive statistics were used to characterize patterns on all demographic, background variables, and preferences for reference materials (eg, means, standard deviations, and frequencies in percentages). Participants’ scores on each evaluative dimension were compared with the dermatologist’s scores using paired t tests. Multivariate regressions were used to test for associations between the independent variables of age and sex and the dependent variables of the ABCD features. Analysis is presented herein with odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs).

RESULTS

PARTICIPANTS

The mean (SD) age of the 100 subjects was 56 (2.5) years. There was no significant difference in the mean ages of men and women. The median education level of the participants was some college, and the mean (SD) annual family income was $45 000 ($5000). There was no significant difference in education or family income associated with sex. All participants were white, and none were Hispanic.

During the initial recruitment, 10 men and 5 women declined to participate. During the telephone interview, 96% of women and 65% of men desired single-sex groups because they were more comfortable seeking assistance with skin examinations from a stranger of the same sex. Qualitative results independently summarized by 2 observers are reported only when both observers reported that more than 75% of the participants in a session expressed the opinion.

EVALUATION OF THE KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERVENTION

Using the pigmented lesions printed at original magnification ×2, the identification of border irregularity, color variation, and diameter improved significantly after the intervention (Table 1). Asymmetry was not a
trait that was intuitively recognized, and identification did not improve with education. Education about the gradations of the ruler in the image significantly improved the subjects’ ability to measure the diameter accurately, with a smaller diameter reported after the intervention (Table 1). Education did not improve recognition of a changing mole.

In the preintervention and postintervention assessments, women recognized color variation more often than men (94% vs 74%; OR, 12.7; 95% CI, 6.2-20.5). EVALUATION OF THE KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERVENTION REFERENCE MATERIAL

The mean (SD) allotted time to review the bookmark was less than 5 (1) minutes and to read the brochure was 20 (4) minutes. Ninety-two percent of participants preferred to have a reference, although 87% felt that the brochure was too long and that the bookmark was more helpful.

No sex differences were observed in the evaluation of the knowledge-based intervention reference materials.

**Table 1. Recognition of ABCDE Criteria on Photographs of Pigmented Lesions Before and After Knowledge-Based Intervention by 100 Subjects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Before Intervention</th>
<th>After Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>Undecided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetry</td>
<td>12 (3)</td>
<td>48 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border irregularity†</td>
<td>65 (15)</td>
<td>14 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color variation†</td>
<td>51 (5)</td>
<td>15 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter†</td>
<td>27 (16)</td>
<td>33 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolution</td>
<td>10 (4)</td>
<td>65 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 (4)</td>
<td>44 (8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are given as mean (SD) percentages.†Recognition improved with knowledge-based intervention; P < .05, paired t test.

**Table 2. Recognition of ABCD Criteria on a Transparency of a Pigmented Lesion Before and After Skills Training: Decision to Seek Medical Care by 100 Subjects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Before Skills Training</th>
<th>After Skills Training</th>
<th>After 20-min Break</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>Undecided</td>
<td>Correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetry</td>
<td>8 (4)</td>
<td>45 (8)</td>
<td>11 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border irregularity†</td>
<td>63 (12)</td>
<td>9 (4)</td>
<td>93 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color variation†</td>
<td>55 (15)</td>
<td>8 (2)</td>
<td>91 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>37 (11)</td>
<td>43 (11)</td>
<td>94 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision to see physician</td>
<td>35 (8)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>88 (10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are given as mean (SD) percentages.†Recognition improved with skills training with scoring; P < .05, paired t test.

**Differences According to Sex**

Women recognized color variation more often than men (94% vs 62%; OR, 23.7; 95% CI, 16.1-50.5). Men identified irregular borders more often than women (91% vs 75%; OR, 16.8; 95% CI, 4.5-22.6). Women appropriately decided to see a doctor more often than men (81% vs 57%; OR, 13.5; 95% CI, 7.1-28.4).

EVALUATION OF THE SKILLS TRAINING REFERENCE MATERIAL

Ninety-four percent of participants preferred the opaque ruler because it was easier to see the units. Sixty-eight percent correctly observed that the pencil eraser did not cover all aspects of the mole, and 32% erroneously observed that the eraser covered the mole.

Eighty-one percent of people preferred the lighted magnifying lens to the one without a light. Some had difficulty focusing on the mole on the transparency. Participants agreed that for self-examination, the magnifying lens could only be used to see the front of the extremities and was not useful for the face, neck, scalp, or back. People spontaneously turned to use the magnifying lens on the person beside them to look at moles on the face, neck, and ears. This behavior occurred in all groups and involved 80% of the participants.

All groups expressed concern about finding a changing mole because they doubted they could remember what it looked like. Most agreed that the ABCDE criteria helped focus their attention on the types of change that were cause...
for alarm. Several suggested that writing down the diameter of a mole and the letters for the feature they found would help them to remember what they needed to check again.

DIFFERENCES ACCORDING TO SEX AND AGE

Men were more likely than women to use a magnifying lens (82% vs 47%; OR, 29.3; 95% CI, 8.4–44.5). Men aged 40 to 59 years reported a significant improvement and willingness to use the lens (87% vs 64%; OR, 12.7; 95% CI, 8.2–26.5). The older male participants (aged 60–80 years) expressed problems focusing on the pigmented lesion with the magnifying lens (94% vs 54%; OR, 30.2; 95% CI, 26.4–48.9). The mean (SD) duration of the skills training intervention for a group was 25 (8) minutes. We found no significant difference in duration between the men’s and women’s groups.

COMMENT

Despite technologic advances such as detecting melanomas with dermoscopy and observing patients with lesions by reexamining them for change with digital epiluminescence microscopy, early recognition of cutaneous melanoma remains for most people a matter of visual inspection by the physician and the patient or their partner.11–13 Because patients initially discover approximately 50% of melanomas,14 the best opportunity for early detection may be SSE by those at risk of developing melanoma. Those with a history of a melanoma have an 11.4% chance of developing another melanoma, with almost 50% of that risk occurring in the first year after diagnosis of the initial melanoma.15 The challenge is to create consistent, simple SSE messages that enable learning and performance by the patient and their family within that first year.

The addition of E, for evolution, to the acronym ABCD is intended to heighten awareness of the diagnostic importance of change, which has been recognized for many years.17–21 Education in SSE and skills training that builds on the commonly recognized changes in a mole may improve the ability of laypersons to detect evolving lesions. Change in size and/or color and very dark colors are the features most commonly reported by patients.22–26

In this study, people preferred to measure the diameter of moles with a ruler. They believed that this method is more useful for finding changes than the pencil eraser method. Some older people may benefit from the use of illuminated magnification to see the gradations of the ruler. Recognition of border irregularity and color variation improved using the printed images after the knowledge-based intervention; however, before skills training, participants did not correctly score the mole on the transparency on their forearm. The smaller size of the pigmented lesion on the transparency may have made it difficult to apply their knowledge. Perhaps seeing the pigmented lesion on their forearm increased their anxiety and impaired their perception. Individuals spontaneously sought a partner with whom to use the magnifying lens on their own moles. Scoring the moles on the transparency improved after skills training, and this knowledge was retained after a short break; however, there may be less retention after a longer delay. Future research is needed to evaluate this.

This study identified differences in proclivities according to sex, with men showing better border discrimination in small lesions and women having better color detection. The willingness of men to use a magnifying lens may account for their improved discrimination of borders in small lesions. The motion of focusing up and down on the mole with the magnifying lens during the skills training exercise probably improved visual learning, which is enhanced by gesture associations, such as pointing to the area of concern.27 Shifting or changing scale, as happens with magnification, enhances detection of edges, such as the border of the lesion.28

A possible confounding variable is the interactions between the female facilitator and the respondent of the same or opposite sex. In all groups, linking the auditory discussion of the measuring units with looking at the ruler reinforced the elements of the skills training. Visual perception of color and border irregularity was linked with the motion of the hand on the magnifying lens. Because the duration of the skills training session was similar for men and women, and the observers did not notice a qualitative difference in the discussions, the results do not seem to have been influenced by the sex of the facilitator.

Almost all colors perceived by the human eye are a combination of 3 primary colors: red, green, and blue. Because men have a greater chance of having partial red-green color blindness, they may perceive color differently from women and may have difficulty interpreting very small color differences within a mole. This color perception deficiency is especially problematic because blue, red, and white are more often present in melanomas than in nevi.10 The importance and subjectivity of color perception in making the diagnosis cannot be underestimated. When dermatologists use dermoscopy to examine lesions, the number of colors contributes to the final score (ABCD of dermoscopy),11 and the presence of 5 to 6 colors represents a positive feature in Menzies’ classification system.12 The interpretation of color variation is subject to the perception of color, which is flexible and in the mind of the beholder.

Another potential color recognition problem is that recognition depends on lighting conditions.29 Although participants in this study did not feel that the illuminated magnifying lens improved color discrimination, there was a preference according to age for the use of the magnifying lens, which may reflect enhanced perception by illuminated magnification. Men, who preferred to use magnification, apparently used the additional benefit of brighter illumination to discern borders.

Although dermatologists who are highly skilled in the art of clinical detection of melanoma seem to unconsciously rely on overall pattern recognition,30 the novice needs a framework and the repetition of skills training. The ABCDE criteria provide a helpful framework to examine nevi, but discrimination of A, B, C, and E is challenging because they are continuous not discrete variables and have a subjective reference range. By focusing the learner’s attention on scoring the criteria, discuss-
ing the decision process with the group, and showing examples from across the spectrum, the ability to discern variations improved. The criterion D is a discrete variable that is objectively measured. In this study, once subjects understood the gradations of the ruler, they were comfortable measuring with it.

Recognizing evolution requires the ability to compare a pigmented lesion’s current appearance with its former appearance. In this study, people were concerned that they could not remember the previous appearance of the lesion. Hanrahan et al found that the main difficulty people had in performing SSE is their limited ability to recall the appearance of the lesion. Based on our experience with knowledge-based interventions and skills training, recognition of evolution will be improved by training in how to compare the current appearance of a lesion with its former appearance. Proclivities in recognition of color and border, the 2 most commonly identified changes, suggest that partnerships of men and women in learning and performing skin checks will promote detection of early melanomas.
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